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BIG TASK

en

GREATRBGEPTION

Leaves Only One Vacancy to Formally Announced From Takes Strychnine and Chloro- - Will Be Given Big Reception Letters From All Over the Albuquerque
Appreciates
in the Black Belt of
Be Filled on Territorial
National Capital This
j
form to Make Sure of
Ask
Him
Services
Country
Delegate to ConAfternoon
New York
Death
for Jobs
Supreme Bench
gress Rendered It
j

!

i

LAND COMMISSIONER REPORTS

A.

G.

CAMPBELL

RESIGNS LEWES NOTE OFEXPLANATIOH

Greatly Increased Revenue and Wellknown New Mexico AttorReduction of Expenditures
ney Retires From Department of the Interior.
Shown.
Are
Governor Mills was notified from
Washington today that the commission of Hon. E. It. Wright, of Santa
Rosa, to be an associate justice of the
Mew Mexico supreme court Las been
forwarded to the latter and that he win
therefore participate in the deliberations of the supreme court which convenes on July 19 in this city. The
elevation of District Attorney Wright
"to the judgeship is very pleasing to
the people of New Mexico for he has
given evidence not only of great ability, but also of uprightness and sterling character. His appointment bad
been recommended by Governor Mills,
Committeeman Solomon
National
Luna and other Republican leaders.
There is now only one vacancy on
the supreme bench, no successor having yet been appointed to succeed Governor Mills as presiding judge of the
Fourth Judicial district. Judge Wright
will preside over the Sixth district
with headquarters at Alamogordo, succeeding Judge A. W. Cooley, resigned.
Edward R. Wright, who is about
thirty-fivyears of age, has been
practicing law in New Mexico for the
past ten years, and has been district
attorney in his district for the past
three years. He has built up a flourishing practice and is one of the prominent and able men of eastern New
Mexico. Mr. Wright was born in the
state of New York and is a graduate
of Columbia college and the New Yo.k
Law school. He is married and has
two children.
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Curses on Physician Who Will Parade to March From Grand To Handle Correspondence As New Mexico's Representative in
Central Station Across
Use His Body for Any
Yet no Cowboy Husbands
Congress Will Be
Town.
Asked For.
Here Soon.
Purpose.
j

.ew York, July 8 The negroes of
Asl d if he too had been implored
It was an enthusiastic reception
Calif., July S "To
that was tendered Delegate to ConThis is a tne "b ack belt of New York are to fill the role of Cupid and
supply
Rodey of Albuquerque, N. M., United plain suicide. I shall take either
for Jack!some fair damsel in the east with a gress William H. Andrews at AlbuState s attorney at Nome, Alaska, vice ' strychnine or chloroform, therefore planning a big reception
husband, as has been the case querque last evening by members of
Johnson
when
on
he
arrives
Monday. cowboy
oeoige B. Gngsby, removed. It was an autopsy is not necessary. Bury
with Texas mayors, Arthur Selignian, all parties. The people of Albuquersaid at the department of justice that, me as I am. My curses shall follow Perniiis will be applied for today for
mayor of Santa Fe, said that such a que appreciating not only the valuable
certain charges were preferred against the doctor who uses my body for any a parade of one hundred automobiles difficult
task had not yet been assign- services he has rendered tiie commonMr. Gngsby which he did not explain purposes whatever. Paul Mullenoux." from the
wealth but the Duke City in particuGrand Central station across ed him.
lar
turned out en masse and cheered
satisfactorily to the attorney general. After penning the above, the hired town and down Eight avenue. The
"But
over
these letters I
glancing
Mr. Rodey was until recently judge man of John Carse of Alhambra, evi fistic
will lead the proces- find enough work for a good sized em- him to an echo. The Albuquerque
champion
of tihe United States Court of Porto dently decided to make death certain sion while two
Morning Journal says of the recepbrass bands will enliv- ployment bureau," he said, smiling.
Pico.
for he had taken both poisons. The en the line of march.
tion:
And it. is true. The mayor has been
man is said to have a sister in a con"When the Republican club rrom
Campbell Resigns.
How the Deal Was Closed.
working overtime readme letters from
vent at Albuquerque.
Special to the New Mexican.
San Francisco, July
Tex Rick- - neonle all over the cotintxv anvinns Old Albuquerque, headed by a band
Washington, July 8. A. C. Campaid has given some inside facts about for him to be their fairy godfather and bearing torches and flags, appearbell, formerly of Roswell, chief law FIRST WOMAN AEROPLANIST
ed on the scene the enthusiasm broke
the deal by which he secured theand BUp,)ly tnem with 1leasant
IS FATALLY INJURED. Jefiries-.Iohnsoposi.
officer of the department of the infight two days before 'tjons with monev and honor aUached forth in cheers for 'Statehood Bill,' as
' I offered
the delegate was dubbed on banners
-terior, resigning to practice law at
tihe bids opened.
Johnson
Here is a letter from
nhvininn
Denver, wrote to the secretary: "Like!Falls From a Height of Hundred and a bonus of $10,000," said Rickard,
carried
by his friends from Old Alone
of
the
of
largest cities of the buquerque.
Sixty Feet at Great Meet at
you. 1 tried to do my duty regardless
"and told his wife I would buy her
"All Ihe
country," said the
Rheims,
of public favor." The secretary aca sealskin coat if her husband would wants me to do is mayor.
"The greeting to the delegate last
to
him
appoint
is
cept g, expressed the usual regrets.
sign. The champion accepted and in health officer of Santa Fe as he finds night was announced as entirely nonMr. Campbell will sever his connecBethany Plains, Rheims, France, addition 1 had to loan him $2,500 when
partisan, although under the direction
tion with the interior department July 8. Baroness de Larodhe, the the articles were signed. Most of the this climate will suit him to a T. He of the Republican
The
organizations.
he
is
well
for
says
the
qualified
post
nrst rencn woman aeroplanist, wasnegotions with Jeffries were worked1 and no doilbt Tie is. Rnt w liaro rn crowd was a cosmopolitan
July 25.
one and
here
aftemwefi
this
by through Berger.
Berger told me he vacancy
Changing New Mexico Forest Bound- fatally injured
now. Too bad
And the delegate had every reason to feel
falling from a height of fiffmetres.
had promised Gleason the fight and here is ajust
aries.
a young man proud of the warmth of his recei1
letter
from
as Dangerous aarAutomobiling said, 'You can't get the fight without
e
tion.
He was roundly
annlauded
,n
Washington, July 8. The President Almost
rtn
"
,.i i," ..!u
Before the appla
spectators Gleason.' That was why I took Glea-i- , "7
time and time again and every menT 7"
has signed
several proclamations
she appeared to become frightened son into the combine. My contract
to make and I never heard tion of his name brought cheers from
eliminating a total of about 652,400 and confused
at the approach of two with Gleason called for me to furnish pointnient
the audience.
acres of land from the national forof this man before.
Perhaps some
She started
the all the money which he had to have one can
ests and adding 458,453 acres to the other aeroplanes.
"Several members of the reception
him
help
get what he wants.
reserves. The land eliminated later descent but at the height of 50 and half the proceeds." It. is stated
committee' went to Lamy yesterday
Sell
Real
Estate.
meters lost control of the machine, on the best authority that Berger aland rode into the city with the deleprobably will be opened up to set- which turned over and fell like a
"Here too, is a letter from a man
log. so received a bonus of $2,500.
The other members of the comtlement.
who tells me that he has a certain gate.
The baroness' legs and arms were
were at the train. Judge Edmittee
The Chihuabua national forest m broken and her skull fractured. She
piece of property in a certain precinct ward A. Mann was chairman
of the
Arizona and New Mexico has lost was removed to the hospital in a dyof a certain ward and adds: 'Kindly
committee, and among the other mem
57,297 acres by the proclamations ing condition.
sell it for me.' My goodness,
This is the second
as bers were: John A.
White, R. W.
and heceived an additional of 60,5C0 fatal accident at this meeting, a
though I did not have a store of my Hopkins, A. E.
A. A. Sedillo,
Walker,
Public Funds.
acres. About 383,908 acres have been watcher having been killed last Friown to run without dabbling in real M. L.
Stern, B. Jacobson, Xestor Mon-toya- ,
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero eliminated from the Coronado nation- day.
estate. It is to be regretted that I
RoManuel Springer, Jesus
OF WOOL cannot comply with all the wishes of
today received the following remit- al forest in Arizona and 14,120 acres
Baroness May Recover.
mero, J. W. Elder, E. S. Stover, C.
tances: Bernalillo county $10,654.65; added. The greatest portion of the
8.
these
gentle correspondents who M. Foraker. Benson Xewell and A. R.
Bethany Plain, Rheims, July
Valencia county $3,319.41; Sandoval eliminations from this forest consists The doctors after careful examination
write Mayor ot Santa Fe' so
county $422.47; District Clerk W. D. of desert land.
declares that the Baroness' skull was United States Has Become fully on envelopes, but it is simply
"As Delegate Andrews alighted from
Newcomb at Socorro $448.35.
out of the question."
not fractured and she may live.
forest
Manzano
national
From the
the
train he was trrpetefl hv .Turto-I
,
Moved to Third Floor.
Exporter of Some
Another Record Broken.
There was one letter which Mayor Mann on behalf of the people of
in New Mexico, the proclamation
P.
Thomas
Warden
Game and Fish
read over several times and;nalillo county and the two clubs and
Bethany Plains, Rheims, July 8.
eliminates 84,158 acres and added 268,-67- 0
Grades
Gable today removed from the first
men smiiea as ne laid it down. It was then escorted to the
forest Oliesieger, the Belgian, broke the recZuni
acres.
national
The
platform,
floor of the capitol to the third. Owwas from a woman who informed him while the bands niavpd
Arizona and New Mexico has re ord for 150 kilometers today, covering to the work of connecting the an- ceived an addition of 126,000 acres ing the distance in 1 hour 53 minutes, PRICES ARE UGH TOO LOW that she had learned that her husband
"A. A. Sedillo addressed the crowd,
20 seconds.
nex to the main building, he bad been and
was drinking too much alcoholic bev-- .
acres.
them that the meeting was for
lost
5,219
has
telling
d
moved from a cozy and
erages in Santa Fe and wished the the uurnose of welcoming home TielP- lines
The
the
in
boundary
changes
on
floor
that
office
first
the
office to an
to put a stop to it at once. All gate Andrews, who had done such
Lack of Demand Caused by mayor
these forests were made in accord- COUNTY TAX LEVY
the mayor was asked to do was to good work for the territory in Washrequired the eyes of an owl or a bat of
YEAR.
LIKE
LAST
some
have the saloon keepers discontinue ington.
in order to see the objects in the ance with an agreement reached
Depression in Textile
interior and agricule
room, and he therefore decided to time ago by the
selling the stimulants to her husband.
a Half Mills is the
Twenty-Threand
Industry.
"Judge Edward A. Mann then spoke
retural departments concerning the
The mayor, besides being bothered a few words
move nearer to the sky.
is 4 2 Mills Lower
Which
Rate
telling one of his humor- The
lands.
classification
of
forest
the
with a large correspondence from peo- - ous stories and
Than
San
Notary Public Appointed.
County.
Miguel
paying a high tribute
re8.
As the
Boston, Mass., July
Governor Mills today appointed total eliminations to date under that
pie ne nas never seen nor neard or,:to the delegate. He also spoke on
acres
sult
the
decline
in
of
the
been
2,301,517
have
steady
has many complaints
from Santa
The tax levy for the county of San
Henry B. Cornell of Albuquerque, a agreement
of wool in the American market, Feans to look after. He made a list statehood and the necessitv for a good
and the total additions 974,658 acres.
constitutional convention
ta Fe will be 23 2 mills this year, price
notary public.
Boston wool dealers have not only of those received
during the past few
which is the same as last year. This
Incorporations.
Andrews Spoke.
in
large qauntities of wool
days and they covered the back of a
2
mills stopped from
Incorporation papers were filed to- COLONEL EDWARD GREEN
of 23 2 mills is 4
"Concluding his Temarks,
levy
Judge
them
sold
transit
Australia
and
YORK.
TO LIVE IN NEW
long envelope.
Mann introduced Delegate Andrews
lower than the levy of the neighbor in London, but more
day by the Southern Oregon Mining
this
recently
city
Sul
F. E.
"Well, I am grateful for one thing who received several rousing rounds
Companv of Albuquerque.
ing county DOof San Miguel, which has has assumed the unusual position of
n
and that is that the weather is much of applause as he arose and made a
milln
New York, N. Y., July 8. Colonel a, ,
livan is named the new Mexico agent.
iumo.
to
vl
Tt
a
heinownnl
is
eimnrter
'aetiialv
icvj
cooler here than elsewhere," said the long and brilliant address.
. 7nftnnn
The capitalization is $250,000, divided Edward E. H. Green, son of Hetty
There are 35 school districts out- - atimJltA- mayor, "and while people are in good
into 25,000 shares. The incorporators Green, has been made a director of side of the city in which, a levy was Qf
"Ralph C Ely of Deming, N. M.,
foreiga wqo1s held'5n b(md here humor perhaps I can turn over some who was one of the chief
the Seaboard National bant here. This maue oi o mms eacn aim ui
u- u- lrecent
and directors are: F. E. Sullivan,
campaigners
have been reshipped to
ordered that said levy be ex- - d(m tQ bft so,d at auctkm- - For gix of these letters to the board of trade for Delegate Andrews in the last elecshares; E. A. Mann, 5 shares; D, is taken in some measure as confirm
and get them to see what can be done tion, was the next speaker. He ex- ing the reports that Colonel Green is tended on the tax rolls.
H Sullivan, 5 shares.
Lmntv, tv,i
evnnrt. to have
Twt
an employment agency run tended a welcome to the home coming
in
to
to
make
home
Texas
his
Im
quit
Land
and
the
of
Mesilla
The
Valley
The minutes of the meeting
QO
nf
for the benefit of
cor delegate from the southeastern part
here
in order to give his atten county
been
.
.
who
have
provement Company of Las Cruces New York
commissioners,
n
ommil( nf 17nnnft mid!l respondents."
his
interests.
to
mother's
tion
of New Mexico and addressed the peowill
who
and El Paso, Texas. Capitalization
holding night sessions and
O
Unk!
ple on the necessity of sending their
will ho lOQ n V '
agw
-$12,000, divided into 1,200 shares. The
' iThese figures, however, represent very
i"uua""
"v.
men to the constitutional conablest
are:
A,
directors
iUl yuU.i"u in a. uo..,
incorporators and
:, nadPmiatf.lv the. wool which has been
vention. Mr. Ely then discounted all
MoelWilliam
400
shares;
Karkauer,
taken out of the Boston market owIS
the products and resources of New
LEGISLATIVE CORRUPTION
ler, 400 shares; W. B. Latta, 200
in the American
to
the
depression
ing
Mexico, in favor of the manhood and
all
199
YORK.
IN
NEW
INVESTIGATION
shares,
A.
J.
Happer,
shares;
textile industry.
womanhood of the people, who will
Coleman
R.
A.
of Las Cruces, and
form the new state. He declared that
share.
Committee Organizes With Republi REDUCTION IN SLEEPING
upon their strength of character and
Chaircan Leader of Assembly as
District Court.
CAR RATES HALTED.
purity of purpose, rested the future of
man Adjourned to July 26.
In the district court for Torrance
the new state and its chief pride in
Eucounty suit "was filed today by
Not Be
Murderer
Will
Wife
of the Order of the Interstate Too Much Rain in France admission to the union.
Stay
New York, July 8 The joint legis
genic Romero vs. A. L. Nesbitt for
Commerce Commission Granted
Catron Praised Andrews.
Punished for His Atrocious lative committee
Not Enough Else$94.07 on an open account In the disappointed to investi
and Cannot Be Put in Effect.
was considerable signif"There
trict court for Santa Fe county, suit
gate the legislative corruption in
Crime
icance attached to the speech made
where
effected
an
York
New
state
organizawas brought by the First National
Chicago, July 8 By order of the
by Thomas B. Catron, the veteran
tion today and adjourned to July 26 United
bank vs. Julia Berardinelli & Co., and
States Circuit Court of Apof Santa Fe county, and himpolitician
Mer-ritA.
Edwin
work.
to
take
the
Individ'
up
against Julia Berardinelli,
ITALY REFUSES TO BE FAIR
peals here today the reduced sleeping SIX WEEKS STEADY DOWNPOUR self a former delegate in Congress,
majority leader of the assembly, car rates ordered by the Interstate
ually, to recover $471.75, balance al
who addressed the gathering after Mr.
wras elected chairman.
Commerce Commission cannot go into
leged to be due on a note for $555
Andrews last night. Mr. Catron gave
Water Rights Applications.
effect for several months.
Judge Streams Out of Their Banks fullest credit to Mr. Andrews for
Will Not Promise to Send Back DUKE OF ABRUZZI
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. SulSeamon, Grosscup, and Baker granted
the work he did in securing the passMEETS MISS ELKINS. a
Criminals for Trial
and Crops Ruined by'
stay of the order pending a rehearlivan today granted Application No,
age of the statehood enabling act.
Here.
Moisture.
ing by the commission as to the jus351, Farmers' Development Company
Montoya Sounds Praises.
8.
Tribune
The
pubRome, July
tice of its mandate.
"The
of Miami, Colfax county, to change the
,
large number of native citizens
Abruz-zilishes a report that the Duke of
8. The continuous cold who were present last night were adNew York, July 8. The further
iplace of use of waters without inParis,
who is now director general of the
July
CONSIDERABLE INCREASE IN
crease of appropriation, the company postponement today of tihe hearing of arsenal at Venice
and wet weather is beginning to cause dressed by Nestor Montoya, editor and
recently motored
reserAMOUNT OF COPPER STOCKS.
flow
to
Mr. Montoya spoke in
into
throw
the
until
Porter Charlton at Jersey City
planning
from Venice to Toblach, Austria,
serious alarm. There 'have been daily interpreter.
voir No. 2 which has been enlarged; August 11, seems to forecast an early where he met many Americans, inSpanish and paid high tribute to the
New York, July 8. Copper stocks rains for six weeks and many streams work done by Delegate Andrews. He
instead of Reservoir No. 1.
ending of the case. The papers do cluding it is believed, Miss Katherine
on
hand increased 7,960,044 pounds are out of their banks. Crops are also referred to the necessity of a
He also granted Application No. 363 manding Charlton's extradition to Elkins. This has revived gossip conwith June 1, according to suffering heavily, and mildew has good contitution and the formation
compared
of
to
for
stand
trial
the
killing
Hand Mule Company of Watrous, Italy
cerning the engagement of the duke the
monthly statement of the Copper made its appearance in the Cham- of the new state on a basis that wouM
Mora county, for 25 cubic feet of the his wife, Mts. Mary S6ott Castle and Miss Elkins.
Stocks od pagne district.
Producers'
Association.
Como
not
at
been
Charlton
have
Lake
bs fair and impartial In all respects o
to
reclaim 1,800
flow of Wolf creek
1,108,386,017
were
on
The rain loss in the Champagne dis- poor and rich alike. Mr., Montoya
hand
1
the
received and unless
state depart WESTERN UNION WILL NO
July
acres at a cost of $2,400.
trict is officially estimated at $6,000,-00- was frequently applauded by his
ment at Washington takes some ac
LONGER AID STOCK GAMBLER. pounds.
of tion
Annual Report of Commissioner
next few weeks, Charlwithin
the
8. Without explafriends and when he mentioned the
New
York,
July
Public Lands.
ton will be discharged from custody. nation and without warning the West- LAST RITES OVER REMMNS
Heavy Rains Extinguish Forest Fires. name, of Delegate Andrews it was
P.
R.
Ervien
Commissioner
Land
Should Italy demand Charlton's ex- ern Union
OF CHIEF JUSTICE FULLER.
Calumet, Mich., July 8. A heavy heartily cheered.
Company dishas just completed his annual report tradition, the state department will continued itsTelegraph
r&in here last night broke the proin
to
"The north approach to the Alva-rad- o
service
brokers
and it makes a fine showing for the reject the demand unless Italy agrees ten cities of this state and PennsylThe last rites longed drouth and extinguished the
111., July 8.
Chicago,
hotel was handsomely decorated
administration of New Mexico's lands, in the future to turn over to us Itali- vania. Tihe cities affected are: Pitts- over the
body of the late Chief Justice foixsc fires in numerous part3 of tli.'g last night with flags and bunting
an
number
2115,
force
in
The leases
ans who lhave committed crimes in
and Johnstown Pa., Syracuse, Melville W. Fuller, were performed disHict. One of these fives raged for draped around the platform which
increase over last year of 111. The this country and then fled to Italy. burg Rome, TJtica, Gloversville,
Auhere today. Interment was at Grace-lan- five miles along the shore o: Latie had been built across the wide steps.
Ithaca,
This it is understood Italy declines burn, Watertown ana Cortland
of
graveyard, beside the body of his Superior, west of the village of
to do.
(Continued on Page Five.)
wife.
this state. '
(Continued on Page Eight.)
Washington, D. C, July 8.
dent Taft has appointed Judge
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THE DAILY

Wheat

ROUND

UP.

Pansy

The green hills that I used to know,
Whose trees reach up slim finger
tips,
To touch the clouds that hover low,
To kiss the wild red roses' lips,
And drink their dew in honey-sip-

Bobolink

The green hills whisper all the time
Across the distance life has set
A subtle call that swings in rhyme
No rhymer ever captured yet,
A song that one may not forget.

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

inter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa

F.

Telephone No. 40

The green hills, aye, they have a song
That none may fashion into words;
Now faintly soft, now surging strong,
Now blended melody of birds
s
of the lowing herds.
And
eve-call-

So in my dreams I wander still
To where the little path is flung

IP SEE FQE YOURSELF
LINE

OF

THE FINEST AND FULL

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

Deco-

rated

China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
OV WORK UN OUR

EVERY DESCRIPTION

LINE DONE

TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining-furand hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
A"R

SANTA FE, N, M,

PHONE 1Q

BLACK

TfiA

XTJLUJJJJ1U

All

J.

OANON

ROAD

RTvTWfi

A,

Iff

SUCCESSORS TO

ltl HIVU

D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
125
i,aShokkut 130 RED
FRAMING

TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

DONE.

At! (finds of Garden and Field Seeds.

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

fc

Denver. Colo., July 7. The
forecast is generally fair to- night and Saturday with cooler X j
weather in southeast portion XI
V tonight.

Catarrh Cannot

APPLICATION, as they
the seat of the disease.
blood or constitutional
in order to cure it you
must take internal remedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is not
a quack medicine. It was prescribed
by one of the best physicians in this
country for years and is a regular prescription. It is composed of the best
tonics knowns, combined with the best
blood purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the two ingredients is
what produces such wonderful results
in curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,

HERSCH

Mi

MEXICAN

HATS

ALL

PRICES.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
S . E. Corner of

WOOL

Any garment not satisfactory may be returned.

FROM

1

00

C7
in
tV kllj

00 Saved

on

Pvprv Suit

Look over the line and pick out!
these high grade money savers
PUB

210

PHONE

36

FIRST QUALITY TOOLS

tfi-car-

jA

J

(

SEE
OUR

SrocK

Xhjy

It does not pay to buy poor tools. They not only "go wrong," but aggre-vatthe man who uses them.
You will lose your temper If you use poor tools; but you won't lose
your temper If you use our tools, because they are properly tempered.
We have the "edge" on the hardware business In this town, because we
sell the best and do not overcharge those who give us their confidence.

e

M

xirrT r inn
Co!"

If it's Hardware

" HARuWAR E

We have it.

WHOLESALE
AhD RETAIL

ai

Screened

RATON

YANKEE

Lump

CERRILL08

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

SKinS
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

Be Cured

with LOCAL
cannot reach
Catarrh is a
disease, and

LEO

EVERY THREAD

DAYS ONLY.

Grain, Potatoes,

No Need to Cut.

lUNUJ

CHIT

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

X.

UiM

CHESTERFIELD

International Stock Food

Salt and

s

MmnD pitv Tnoinc
KIII1UII

From vale to vale and hill to hill,
blooms
The nodding,
drowsing
x
j.
among
Asks for Damages From Railroad
is
call
clear
Where that
given Mary J. Cluff has filed suit for damtongue.
ages to the amount of $250 against the
Santa Fe Railway Company, alleging
For some the hailing of the street, negligence in the delivery of certain
For some the calling of the sea
goods to plaintiff at Alountainair, TorBut ever soft and low and sweet,
rance county.
My good green hills they call to me.
Reduction in Tax Levy San Mi
guel county has reduced its total tax
Death of Arthur Officer, Jr. Arthur levy from 1910 from 41.45 mills of last
Officer, the youngest son of A. H. Off- year, to 39 mills. However, for counicer, died at the hospital at Gardiner, ty purposes the levy was raised from
Colfax county, of quinsy. His wife, 27 to 28 mills so as to yield increased
a bride cf two months, survives him. revenue for bridges and good roads.
Harmon Goes to Penitentiary AuMap of Las Vegas Grant John L.
Harmon has withdrawn his
of
gustine
this
city,
Zimmermann, formerly
has just completed a topographic map appeal to the territorial supreme court
of the Las Vegas grant which the and will on Saturday begin his twen- year term in the territorial
Optic calls a dandy.
iui me humig ai ueaie,
Married by Justice of the Peace
Justice of the Peace David Perea, at luuja cuumy, ui uepiuy bnenn
Lobato.
Albuquerque yesterday, married Viola
Drunkenness Causes Divorce Suit
Keedle of Lincoln and Leo Jacobs of
In district court for Bernalillo count-ty-,
Waponkoneta, Ohio.
suit for divorce was filed yesterIssued At Las
Marriage License
by Juliana Apodaca de Montoya
day
Vegas, a marriage license was taken against Luis Montoya, on the ground
out yesterday by Maria Apodaca,
of drunkenness and mistreatment. The
aged 18 years, and Francisco Jara-millcouple were married at Isleta in 1894
aged 'il years.
and there is a 12 year old daughter.
Replevined a Mare NT. S. Beldin of
Maximum was 86 The maximum
Las Vegas replevined a two year old
mare in the possession of E. Crespin temperature yesterday was 86 in the
The shade which temperature rivalled that
and Julian Sena at Chaperito.
of the Fourth of July. The minimum
animal had been rebranded.
Not Comina to New Mexico Colo was 63 and the relative humidity was
rado Snrines is tn he the. terminus of!29 fir cent- - The day was clear and
Kansas City Star's trophy endurapce warm ana uie ice cream jniiiurs uiu a
tour for automobiles next month. The good business. A year ago today the
roads in New Mexico were considered maximum was 87 and thi minimum 60
degrees with 91 per cent of sunshine.
too difficult for the machines.
There were showers in the vicinity.
a
Pioneer
of
Las
Death
Vegas
Valuable Contribution to New MexThomas Benton McNair, a Las Vegas
pioneer, died yesterday at the age of ico History The history of the war
64 years. He was a native of Fayette, of the United States
with Mexico,
Missouri. He was a Knight of Pythias written by Hon. B. M. Read of this
and a steadfast Republican.
city, is just off the press of the New
More Schools for San Miguel Coun- Mexican Printing Company and subty The board of county commission- scribers can secure their volumes 'by
ers of San Miguel county approved next. Monday from Mr. Read at his
levies for sixty-fiv- e
school districts, office. The work is a most valuable
more and interesting one and no library
which means that twenty-fiv- e
schools will be in operation next term. should do without it.
Went to Lamy to Meet Andrews
A special
Bound
Elks Eastward
Delegate to Congress W. H. Andrews train of Elks bound for the Detroit
spent some time in Lamy yesterday convention from Los Angeles, passed
on his way from Washington, D. C, to Lamy this morning.
The following commitAlbuquerque.
tee from Albuquerque went to meet
(Continued on Page Eight.)
rim: Nestor Montoya, M. R. Springer, E. S. Stover, Rev. Ira
Antonio A. Sedillo and A. Matteucci.
Garner Must Pay Alimony In district court at Las Vegas, Judge Mc- Fie ordered William H. Garner of
Wagon Mound to pay his former wife,
Francisquita Garner, $24 within the
next 30 days and one-hal- f
of his pension thereafter. The Garners were
divorced some time ago but Garner
violated the decree and was summoned into court on the charge of
SPECIAL LOW FEE FOR A FEW

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Hay,

i

Cart-wright-

plrvAK

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

Flour,

Cut prices on some of the' Seasons
best selling styles

i'ii.iurj

fit

PICTURE

Faultless
in every detail.

e

Goods.

1WTTT T

MENS MADE TO ORDER SUITS

s.

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

S

ELIGAMN BROS CO.

THE CALL OF THE HILL.
(By Wilbur D. Nesbit.)
For some the summons of the streets.
For some the calling of the sea
beats and
Whose song unceasing
beats
But my green hills they call to me.

Imperial
Jersey Cream

CALL
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Toledo, O.'

Sold by all Druggists, price ?5c.
Take Hall's Family Pills fon con- -

Plaza.
i

stipation.

$3.00

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE

TRANCE

READING

As a Protection for yourself demand an Abstract Do you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which yen now own?

Absracts of Title,

$1.00

Furnished

by

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,

Catron Block
your name, your age and
the date of your birth, also of
changes that are in store for you,
whether or not you should make

Santa Pe, N, M

K,

&

Tel Blacb"76

I will tell

them and if you will be successful. I
tell also of marriages, deaths, divorces, travels, home and heart affairs, talents and questions that pertain to the future. I teach the profession to others. Mediumistic
persons developed. Parlors at the "N. W.
corner of Lincoln and Palace Avenues,
Readings daily
opposite the Plaza.
until 8:30 p. m.

DIAMONDS

a

Qm

YONTZ

MANUFACTURER

Right prices
Right Goods
Right Service

I
I

WATCHES
3

OF

MEXICAN FILIGREE

JbWcLKT

Ti9d .m
"tted

by Up-tDat9 Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

the rnmnftiinflinnlnf thp. nrprrmfsnriQ mir rpniitatinn and intanritv are at stake
a fact so thoroughly impressed on our minds that "eternal vigilance" is our
M
i
watchword; hence your frequent and insistent specification of having your prescription compounded at ZOQK'S PHARMACY, is sure to be followed by satisfactory
results.

jI
I
I
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THE SANTA FE'S PRESIDENT.

No

Heat Except
Where Needed

Little Care Will Save Many Santa
Worked
Fe Readers Future Trouble.

Up From the Ranks and Has
Strong Grasp of Affairs 60,000
Wage Earners Under His
Watch the kianey secretions.
Management.
See that they have the amber hue
ImDishes hot food well
Moreover, Ripley is physically
cf health;
The discharges not excessive or in- pressive. As I talk to him now in
cooked
kitchen cool. No
his office, many stories up, with Lake
frequent;
food
like" sedi- Michigan moving and glowing in the
Contain no "brick-dus- t
ment.
sunlight under the windows, I see a
in
Doan's Kidney Pills will do this for large man, structurally and intellect- summer. Everything hot
you.
ually a massive man in head and
when wanted.
unThey watch the kidneys and cure features! tall, broad, angular, flat at
them when they're sick.
the abdomen as an athlete; huge of
der
perfect control and
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo Street, San-- j chin, nose and mouth, and gray of
concentrated.
leonine
and
such
ta Fe, N. M., says: "I deem it a! eyes; symmetrical
The blue flame is all
pleasure to corroborate the public a man, in short, as one would picture
statement I gave in favor of Doan's on a tremendous black horse, armor-Kidne- y
no
Pills about seven years ago. clad, and carrying a heavy sword and
to
odor
foes
his
and
tenor
a
no
a
dirt. These
found them to be an excellent rem-- !
long lance,
edy and I have never hesitated to! a sure bulwark to his friends. I notice
in
some
of
the
the
using
advantages
vouch for their merit since then when that his clothing is not new, that he
an opportunity has presented itself, occasionally lifts his shoulders and
For two years I was in bad shape from spreads his hands, like a Frenchman,
backache and kidney trouble and and that he is short of vision, but that
when Doan's
Pills were he does not use spectacles,
Kidney
resolved to
to
I
'The old man," he is called in
notice,
my
brought
them. I procured a box at Strip- - fection up and dowii the 10,000 miles
ok-sto-ve
ling, Burrows & Co.'s drug stor and 0f main track that constitutes the San-thenot only drove away the back- - ta Fe system. A mighty getter of
ache, but regulated the passages of freight, tireless and taciturn, but vio-th- e
It has a Cabinet Top with shelf for keeping plates and food
kidney secretions and toned up iathig and contradicting the stern as- hot.
Drop shelves for the coffee pot or saucepans, and nickeled
my entire system. When my back spect of his
appearance, kindly,
towel racks.
has bothered me during the ast two thoughtful, and just. He has training
It has long turquoise-blu- e
enamel chimneys. The nickel
and a half years, I have at once tak- schools, reading rooms, and a beauti-fu- l
with the bright blue of the chimneys, makes the stove very
en Doan's Kidney Pills and they have
finish,
free magazine for his men.
attractive and invites cleanliness. Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners;
never failed to bring the desired reThose who know him say he would
j
lief."
the 2 and
stoves can be had with or without Cabinet.
have made a great judge. Formerly
CAUTIONARY
NOTE: Be sure yon gel this stove see that ihe
reads "NEW PERFECTION."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 he was an officer of the Chicago, Bur- -'
Every dealer everywhere; if not at yours, write for Descriptive Circular
Co., Buffalo, lington and
cents. Foster-Milbux- n
man-;
to the nearest agency 0f the
Quincy. The traffic
New York, sole agents for the United ager of that road had an obstinate dis-- i
Oil
States.
pute, not long ago, with the traffic
(Incorporated)
name
Doan's
and
Remember the
manager of the Santa Fe.
.
take no other.
"I'll arbitrate the case," said the'
Santa Fe, rather eagerly.
"All right," replied the Chicago,
Notice for Publication.
the Washington Herald recalls some everything lavished on them. The
Burlington and Quincy.
"I am willing to leave it to Mr. Rip- - cf the incidents which contributed to college age is the impressionable age
(06888, Not Coal.)
the pleasure of those family affairs and college life spoils many boys."
ley, your own president."
Department of the Interior,
"Go to thunder," Santa Fe hastened of our youth. It says:
That is the opinion of Mrs. A B.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
'
to say, as he turned and walked away.
Do vou remember, you old fellows, Robbins, a. veritable mother in
Israel,
June 22, 1910.
I sought no verification of the story how you used to go on
picnics when who celebrated her 80th birthday yes-froNotice is hereby given that Jose
Mr. Ripley, but I know that it is you were boys? Do you remember terday. Mrs. Robblns gives as her re- Alires, of Lamy, N. M., who, on July true.
how you would bound out of bed and cipe for remaining young, both in
21, 19U5, made homestead entry( semeasure
While
out of the window to see what the pearance and spirits, a devoted
he
with
talked
the
rial 06888), No. 8416, for B 2 SW of
was like? Even the sun had band, loving children and a happy
was plain
habitual
it
4
and lot 4, Sec. 7, and Lot 1, Secto bestir itself to rise before you did. home.
man who employ
that
this
60,00'J
tion 18, Township 14 N., Range 10 E.
busi- No other morning was quite like pic- Unlike ,nost womn w)ln trv to
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of wage earners and governs the
th.i nic day. You bolted your breakfast ceai their ages Mr. Rob,)ins nrmirit
ness
chat
a
of
railroad
covtrs
intention to make final five year proof
a
nuur or uwo oeiween me owns t0 $0 years. If she did not no
to establish claim to the land above country irom unicago to s:m ( ruuciv frontcijcui. auand
the kitchen, where one wollj believe that the bright' in- to
from
gate
Denver
and
Galveston,
co,
described, before Register and Re- was
mother and the girls were putting up teresting
future
and
the
gloomy
concerning
woman, who can discuss 'any
U.
S.
at
Land
Santa Fe,
Office,
ceiver,
the lunch,
0f the topics of the day, has lived that
N. M., on the 18th day of August, 1910. a'most reconciled to what he terms
You had a baseball or a fishing pole number of years.
the ingratitude of the public. 1 naa
Claimant names as witnesses:
of
to
him
asked
take along. You longed to take the
about
the
problems
Mrs. Robbins is deeuly interested in
Alberto Sanchez. Jose Dolores San
seen by agi-- j family dog, but, of course, if you wereithe Iiresent
chez, Juan Sanchez, and Francisco transportation, not as
day educational systems.
tators and politicians, but by the men going by boat or by the cars, he had "I don't know whether it is
a good
Analla, all of Lamy, N. M.
who are on the inside of the railroads to be left behind, wagging his tail thing to send boys to college," she deMANUEL R. OTERO,
themselves.
disconsolatey as you vanished, loaded clared, "because many of them seem
Register.
"Who are responsible," I said, "for down with those mysterious
picnic to forget their homes, new interests
the hostile feelings toward rail supplies. Perhaps the load was heavy, taking the place of parents and
The New Mexica.. Printing Com-jan- roads?"
but your heart was light; and you friends. Boys are fickle even about
has on hand a large supply of
"The politicians," Mr. Ripley calm could hardly restrain your impatience home folks, and when they become enDads and tablets suitable for acbool
ly answered, closing his hands behind to be at your destination.
grossed in business affairs, many of
work, the desk, and also tor lawyers his head and stretching his long legs
How you boys played ball, put up them allow these things to come beWe
and merchants: good everywhere.
across a corner of his desk. "American swings, and went swimming in the tween them and their homes.
will sell them at 5 cents in book form.
politicians are like the politicians of creek, if there was one, while the girls
"T0lf liovs whn arp fnripH tn sliniil.
ancient Rome. They go to the people gathered wild flowers, or busied them-jae- r
responsibility who have a
and say 'Give us office and we shair-selvespreading out the lunch!
er
or a sister A'Jnon,iont upon them,
abolish your taxes, and every man,'
Ah, that lunch that good, old fash-the- are more kind and
thoughtful than
delicious picnic those who have
assert by implication, 'shall have ioned, indigestible,
lavished
everything
his share .of the property now unjust-- j lunch! Do you not remember if the upon them. The college age is the
&
and
of
girls
today enjoy things impressionable age and college life
ly denied him.' It was such grotesque boys
Telephone No 14b Red
and impossible promises that fooled to eat like you used to?
spoils many boys."
You are too old for picnics now, you
the people of Rome. Politicians, inMRS. OTTO RETSCH.
Mrs. Robbins was born in Ashtaterested solely in themselves, mark say. Is that the truth, or are you just bula, Ohio. She spent her young maryou, have agitated and legislated, and lazy? When your children want to go ried life in Meadville, Pa. Thirty-sirailroad building has been stoppedl. on a picnic, you order out the auto- years ago she and her husband, who
That means that the purchase of iron, mobile if you have one and perhaps was a successful physician, came west.
the servants put up the lunch. Per- It was the second year after the
timber and labor has ceased.
"The new work under way will be haps mother has a bridge engagement Union Pacific railroad was built. En
completed, that money already spent and you why, of course, you would route to Denver a herd of 1,000 buffamav not be lost, but no more will be like to go, but there's the office. You lo delayed the train for more than an
children go and hour.
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday undertaken, in my opinion, until the can't leave. Let the
who arelenjoy themselves, but you must stay
the
politicians
Returns Thursday and Friday. jeJardizing both capltal and lab0r,and work.
You are unfair to yourself, you old
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop or turn them out of office. Meanwhile,
- fellows, and to the chidren.
Stir up
makhave
our
railroads
of
BROWN
quit
many
Mrs.FO.
Agent
Wasn't half the
nnri others are run- - your recollections!
23
Red
Phone No
fun of the picnic the fact that father
ning down in equipment and are neg went
along and showed the boys how
and
to
their
tracks
keep
lecting
to build the fire to boil the coffee;
bridges up to the needed standard of
them lessons in the overhand
MOODY'S HACK
efficiency. The country, in due time, give
will surely feel the effects of the dem- - stroke. Just coming into fashion;
ball with them, and led the
Prom
agogical war on railroad investments. played
way through the woods on the hunt
of
a
be
will
There
period
stagnation
TAOS
BARRANCA TO
and the govern-- : for the wonders of nature? And moth
'and
er, too! What can a picnie be now-- j
Meets Both North South mentdisintegration,
will then take the railroads."
adays, without mother and her pies
asked.
I
Trains.
will
"And
what
Bounds
happed?"
and
and all the goodies that
"We shall see the downfall of the wenther cakes,
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
into that basket and come out
without
Cured by Lydia E.
Mr.
Ripley replied,
the north bound train and arrives at republic,"
of it, too.
any show of feeling. "You know it,"
Taos at 7 p. m.
Too old for picnics? Absurd! Take! ham'sVegetable Compound
children out all day in the woods,
Ten miles shorter than any other he said, turning to me and speaking
the
Milwaukee, Wis. "Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
"Every thoughtful and Get tired; not just sightly tired, but
way. Good covered hack and good emphatically.
added.
man
he
knows
Vegetable Compound has made
it,"
intelligent
dead tired. It may take you a whole
teams.
me a well woman,
railour
of
"Government
ownership
day to readjust yourself, to get rest--j
and I would like to
dteaaeto MaJce Pis- our
Thing
of
polistate
in
the
present
roads,
saxxg-etell the whole world
ed, but what of it? in the long run,
Comfortable.
tics, and with our present kind of pub- the picnic will do you good.
of it.
I suered
lic men, would cause the downfall ot
from female trouble
Trip
Doesn't that recall to your mind
over
and fearful pains in
the nation. I have carefully gone
some happy boyhood days? Can't you
my back. I had the
the matter in my own mind and I am see just how the old picnic ground
best doctors and
expressing my deliberate judgment." looked? Don't you remember with
they all decided
what expectancy you waited for the!
that I had a tumor
BEAUTIFUL PLACE
in addition to my
SHOP NO MORE THAN
unpacking of those generous picnic
SANTA FE CANON. baskets? Don't you recall how, all
female trouble, and
advised an operatoo soon, the sinking sun brought an
For
the
years
only
tion. Lydia E.
Take a Day Off With the Youngsters end to all the varied pleasures? And,'
s Veae table Compound made
first class tonsorial parlor
and Give Them an Old Fashioned
as you sought your bed, don't you re- rinkham
T Viqvp rm mnrA
mna a niml
' ourl
Picnic in the Hills.
call how you wished the day had been backache
in Santa Fe.
1 can uip others by
h
(Pueblo Chieftain.)
twice as long and wondered when the
OUR NEW FITCH
telling them what Lydia E.Pinkham's
Another vacation season has rolled next picnic day would come?
C ompound has done for
Vegetable
TREATMENT
around and for those who can leave , Of course'you remember all these ine." Mrs. EmuaIjise, 833 First St.,
is guaranteed to cure, (not only their business for a few weeks abund- things. Then why not plan sudh an Milwaukee, Wis.
The above is only one of the thou-ar- e
affair for your children, for while vou
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair & ant diversions are offered for a pleasof grateful letters which are
our.
in
But
other scalp irritations. We also ant and beneficial outing. life there
entertaining the little folks you
business
will
be
organized
highly
service,
doing
carry a complete line of all the are many for whom a few weeks of
.
Miss.,whicii prove beyond a doubt that
popular hair and facial tonics. rest is almost impossible. These must HAPPY HOME SECRET
Lvdia TC. Pi nkham's Vegetable Com-DE
LUXE
HERPIC1DE,
QUININE & HTCH be satisfied with a day's
OF WOMAN'S LONGEVITY. pound, made from roots and herbs,
outing at infrequent intervals.
BATHS BATHS BATHS
actually does cure these obstinate dis-- !
But how shall these days be spent? Octogenarian Warns Against Sending eases of women after all other means
have failed, and that every sueli sut-eriThis query is often heard from those
Boys Away to College Young
Agents HDBBS LAUNDRY
woman owes it to herseli to at
who
have
followed
their
business
Men
purShould
Shoulder Home
hone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
least
give
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetasuch
persistence that the
Responsibilities.
ble ContDound a trial before submit
aundry on Mondays and Tuesdays suits with
nd deliver on Thursdays and Fridays faculty of planning an enjoyable day
ting to an oneratiou, or giving up
outside that routine 'has been seriousAll work is guaranteed; yoar
Denver, Colo., July 8. "The boys hope of recovery,
socks are mended and buttons
Mrs. Pinkliam, of Lynn, Mass.,
ly impaired. Why not revive the old who are forced to shoulder response
sewed on you shirts, without
fashioned picnic? You haven't for- - bility, who have a mother or sister invites all sick women to write
extra charge.
j gotten those
family picnics when you dependent upon them, are more kind her for advice. She has Sumed
FHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122. were a boy. But speaking of picnics and thoughtful than those who have

underdone

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Th Wert Point of th touthwert."
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Array Icspoctors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young

no

men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location

overheated kitchen

of any Military School In the Untoo. Located
oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatioc of 3,700
feet above sea level, sMnshlue everv Jay, but
Ittie rain or sdow during session.
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heatad. light
ed and modern lp all respects.
K. A. Cahoon, Presided; W
REdENTS
G, Hamliron, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W,
A Flclay
J
For particulars aoj Illustrated catalogue
address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
Superintendent.

i
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Express
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General Express Forwarder?
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All P arts of the World
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells

Ft--

rgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDER?. .
Piyjxblp Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

hus-weath-

1--

self-contro- l,

1--

J.

n.

J

0. BARNES. Aaent

:
'

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

j

The Colorado Rational Life

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,

y

CREAM

MILK

Company

Denver Colorado.

.

FRESH EGGS

Assurance

of

I

A M

the Southwest

BERGERE, Manager for New Mexico.

Santa Fe, N.

M.

Catron Block.

'

y

j

j

e C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO

'

mm

SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO

.....

Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
under cutcti, $4U uu to 7o.oo per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, $60.00 to S175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

x

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre

For Best Laundry Work

RANCHES,
LARGK
AND
SMALL

i

We are prepared to locate settlers on (rov- eminent land. We have irrigation enter- prises, needlnK capital. Moneyed men are
:
:
;
Invited to correspond with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO,

RANCHKS.

LARGE

AND
SMALL.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

,

i

iw

AFTER

j

s

Look Over Your Suit

SUFFERING

LINE

j

ONEYEAR

MA
i

Pink'

FARE

$5.00

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER
i9

yselfagreat

Take a pick with your eyes shut and
after we have Cleaned and Pressed it,
you'll get what you like. That re- and it will remind you of when it first
fers to
came from the tailor's hands bright,
ANY LIVERY RIG
fresh and new. We press the garm-

that leaves these stables. They're all
up to date and any of them gives satisfaction. A drive drives away the
blues. Try it and save calling the
doctor.

j

j

j

TAKE YOUR CHOICE.

f"

AyS

gE&eSS

;

SfSgJ?

hUh

WILLIAMS
310

4 RISIKG

San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red,

ents back into their original perfect
shape, and take out every spot and
stain without the least injury to the
cloth. We also clean ladies' dresses
and skirts and cloaks. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Julias

Italter,

Tailor

Cor. Palace and Washington

Avenues.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours In advance. Rate for
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point

Carrying the U. S. mail and pas
sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is
land Railroads
and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
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PROHIBITIVE TAX RATE.
Carrying freight by aeroplanes will
The tax levey made by the board of for the time being not cut into the
fieiaht tariffs of the western railcounty commissioners, is, of course,
but as a means of landing minPUBLISHERS.
road,
COMPANY
PRINTING
THE NEW MEXICAN
interesting to every tax payer. The ing machinery in canons and on hill
FRANK P. STURGES,
er
a.m
is 23.5 mills or al- tops, the aeroplane freight line has a
Vice President. total county levy
Editor and President.
; most five
mills less than that of the future that will make it the
envy of
r
Secretary-TreasureK.
STAUFFER,
JOHN
neighboring county of San Miguel. every
burro.
The territorial levy is less than one- Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
half the county levy or 11 mills, a re- Bet ween cloudbursts and drouths it
U
duction of 3.45 mills since last year.
Daily, six months by mail
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
be a question after all whether
may
25
2.00 'The city levy is 15.5 mills and the levy a
Daily per week by carrier
Weekly, per year ...
dry farm in New Mexico is not pre1.5.5
75
school
for
purposes
mills,
making
Daily, per month, by carrier
1.00j
to a holding in Kentucky or
65 Weekly, six months
a total rate to property owners in ferable
Daily, per month, by mail
.50
Tennessee.
t
6.70
7.00
of
Fe
quarter
mills.
Santa
the
While
per
Weekly,
mail
city
Daily, per year, by
this is a reduction of almost half aj
mill, or to be exact of .45 of a mill over j
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
last year, yet, the rate would be eon-- j
in New Mexico. It Is sent to
fiscatory if it did not go hand in hand
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper
and has a large and growing CrculatM i with an absurdly low assessment;
every postoffice in the Territory,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- It is no comfort to say that;
rate.
people of the Southwest.
imong the intelligent and progressive
at Albuquerque and in other cities of
the Territory it is higher, for witfli an
PAUL A. F. WALTER
'UNION JfVjLAbEV
average interest rate or dividend re-- ,
Attorney-at-Laturns of six cents on the dollar, a tax
- r
New Mexico
rate of more than six cents appears Santa. Fe,
i
GOVERN-- ! every
citizen who desires greater prohibitive to the. capitalist and in
THE NEW ncv im r.iTY
Chas. R. Easley.
" me NT
honesty, economy and efficiency inlvestor, and until .it is reduced, Santa Chas. F. Easley,
Fe cannot hope, to interest outside
the
If
Fe.
Santa
Estancia.
ne
uui
ui
tinco,
nuveriiuieiii
1pvicii
institution of 'New
Tho
EASLEY & EASLEY,
capital in its upbuilding." There is onin
iaci
does
those
cities
of
as
experience
should be very broad and liberal
in ly one remedy and that is to raise
Attorneys at Law.
It demonstrate a great improvement
to giving municipalities home rule. in- these particulars, a new epoch in mu- assessment rates. At present, the
should permit for the present everyown nicipal government has begun.
city, for instance, has an income of
RENEHAN & DAVIES
its
$5,600 a year from its tax levy A. B. Renehan
corporated place to select
only
E. P. Davie
reany
form of government without of
HORTICULTURE ON DRY FARMS. for city purposes and it certainly canAttorneys-at-Latime
course
the
in
not do on less. The question is therestrictions. If,
Practice in the Supreme and DisThe success of cherry and other fore whether it is
wild
better to double the trict Courts.
there arises a necessity to curb
Eatnear
without
orchards
Mining and Land Law a
irrigation
government
town
and
cut the tax rate in two
ideas as to city
on and other points iu Colorado, has assessment and
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
future
legislatures
to
to
or
on
left
rate
be
with
a
lax
that
go
should
it
Santa Fe
caused the query: "Can not fruit
New Mexico
levies almost seven dollars each year
to pass suitable laws tor that purpose.
on
trees
raised
treeless
be
the
dry
there
constitution,
on
each
to
the
assessment
of
$100
as
property
But
E. C. ABBOTT
to farms of New Mexico?" The Dry
should not be a line or word in itthe Farming Congress Bulletin answers
Attorney-at-Laprevent any place from adopting
Homeseekers still continue to take
the question as follows:
Practice in the District and Su
commission form or any other plan
is a fact, now well known, up land in the Santa Fe land district pieme Courts.
it
"While
votits
that
Prompt and careful
government
of municipal
that horticulture under dry farming at the rate of 200,000 acres a year. As attention given to all business.
for
suitable
most
as
er, may select
conditions has been practiced with there are now five other land offices in Santa Fe,
jew Mexice
heir community.
profit for many years in some sections the territory, it seems that the forty
of
form
At present, the commission
of the west, it Qias been generally be- million acres of public land available,
CATRON & CATRON
the laws lieved that
government has the call, but
dry land fruit raisers faced are being decreased by a million or
and Counsellors-at-LaAttorneys
towns
There is more acres each year. In fact, during
of the Territory are such that with- a most difficult proposition.
Office:
Catron Block
it
not
can
adopt
no longer any question as to quality recent years the total filings have ag- Santa
in New Mexico
New Mexice
Fe,
into
out at the same time putting and or quantity if the work is well done gregated and exceeded two million
them
to
suited
acres a year while segregations for
and necessary rules are followed.
force features not
G. W. PRICHARD
"Clean, deep s.oil, which has been' forest reserves, power sites, coal and
wi hout providing for a long salary
and Conseilor-at-LaAttorney
restricthese
for
not
oi!
were
withdrawals
and filings by the tergiven one year of preparation, is best.
list If it
in
Practice
all the District Courts
towns
Mexico
tions, several New commission gov- Prevailing winds are to be considered ritorial land commissioner lhave cut and gives special attention to cases
under
into
the
lands.
and orchards so located that there is deep
The
government
would now be
folbefore the Territorial Supreme Court
ernment and others would quickly
protection against severe storms, al- years are but few during which the Office:
Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M
will
homeseeker
to
find
lands
be had
though dry land orchards are known
low suit.
busi- to withstand many conditions
for
the
in
New
Mexico.
filing
that
at
present
The truth is that
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
of would be severe tests of irrigated orness affairs running to thousands
Attorneys-at-Laa
Governor
Mills
has
to
chards
of
the
trees
fact
that
the
large
owing
appointed
dollars per year, questions
Practice
in the District Courts as
to
health
are
filled
not
the
with
at
of life,
sap
Irrigation
freezing strong delegation
public policy, matters
ow- well as before the Supreme Court of
seasons
at
Pueblo.
are
and
that
so
Congress
Colorado,
and
not,
therefore,
apt
everything
morals, and almost
to winter kill.
ing to the proximity of the conven- the territory.
concerns the welfare of the people,
.
tion city to New Mexico and the Las Cruces.
New Mexico
"Some orchardists insist in
whose
men
of
bodies
to
are intrusted
inof
to
the
it
too
great
importance
They
Congress,
try
many
get
own business experience in many
EDWARD C. WADE
trees to an acre. E. It. Parsons of is to be hoped that every member of
stances has been limited to minor
Attorney-at-LaParker, Colo., has tested various dis- the delegation will make it a point
enterprises.
tances
in the Supreme and Dis
Practices
in his twenty years of fruit to attend the session. Among the
tnem
;
How many ot
officers
Courts
of
trict
of the Territory, in the
and
members
and
has
satisfied
himself
raising,
permanent
that
as managers or directors in pri
forty feet is the most profitable dis- the Congress are a number of New Probate Court and before the U. S.
ma?
. ..
Kntinow pnt.ernrises of
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
the tance between apple trees, twenty feet Mexico citizens, including
ii'iude even remotely approaching
I j. Bradford Prince, Colonel R. E. Offices.
for cherries, and ten feet for smaller
conspicuously
The
affairs of a city?
fruits.
In planting an orchard the Twitchell and Dr. E. McQueen Gray, Las Cruces
New Mexico
obvious fact is that the first requisite nativity of the young stock should be who lhave taken
in its
prominent
part
businessand
of enlightened, efficient,
WILLIAM McKEAN
the considered and trees should be se- deliberations and its work.
like city government is to intrust and cured from western Kansas, or a simAttorney-at-Lacharacter
of
men
high
business to
ilar climate. Irrigated young trees
New railroads are not being built
is
and Land Law.
Mining
exceptional ability. The question
should not be used in a dry land sec- every day in the southwest and there- Tas
New Mexico
how to get them.
fore the incorporation yesterday of a
would tion.
A small body of councilmen
"The amount of rainfall required for company to construct a line through
C. W. G. WARD
a large
be vastly more efficient than
fruit growing is difficult to determine. eastern Curry and Quay counties is
Territorial
District Attorney
a
of
great
onf. A board of directors
Reports sent in from every section of worthy of passing notice. It will serve Foi- San Miguel and Mora Counties
unworkable
be
would
the country indicate that this is not an entirely agricultural region that Las
private business
New Mexico
Vegas,
and preposterous if it were as large so important an item as is the matter has rapidly settled up in late years.
is
It
council.
as an ordinary city
of soil treatment
condi- Incidentally it will be a link of a
W. A. FLEMING JONES
The tions of soil as and physical
relates to moisture long line that will carry the coal of
equallv preposterous for a city.
Bonds and Investments
arguneed
to
too
plain
Colfax county via the Dawson line to
conservation.
question is
U. S.
"Orchard insects that remain alive tiie Texas Pacific connections in Tex Judicial Commissioner for the Third
ment. Added to this is the certainDistrict of New Mexico.
by by burrowing in soil for winter
It is in the latter aspect of the j
ty that many members elected inpro- as.
tection can be killed by winter culti- proposed road that the greatest sig- - Eastern and local bank references.
wards will represent their wards
Las Cruces
New Mexico
stead of the city, and make the city vation during a thaw. They are ex- imicance lies and which is causing
council a hotbed of local and petty posed to the rigorous temperatures of financiers to wonder: "Who is buildR. W. WITTMAN
winter and either eliminated or great- ing it?"
politics.
Draftsman
The partisan division of a large part ly reduced in numbers, hence more
The New Mexican recently gleaned
Copies furnished of records on file
of the voters of a city, though this is easily controlled."
imfrom official records a tale of deprav- in the U. S. Surveyor General's Offic
becoming less, remains one of the
to
NEW MEXICO'S SCHOOL LANDS. ity that is almost unbelievable. The Santa Fe,
government.
obstacles
New Mexice
good
portant,
The annual report of Land Commis- details are too revolting for publicaSuch division prevents the enlightencitizens from sioner R. P. Ervien, a synopsis of tion but the fact that men, who
ed and pubiic-spiriteg
pol- which is published today, gives some are called prominent in a small town
and
permits
uniting,
1
for idea of the value of the public lands like Estancia, led astray a,, fourteen
to
unite
both
of
iticians
parties
to
old
the Territory by the United year
girl, whose parents had left
granted
their mutual interests.
It sems certain that, if political in- States government for school purpos- her there while they were called east,
fluence could be eliminated, and ap- es and of the still greater value that is a warning to fathers and mothers to
made the lands which the enabling act gives look well to the company and wherepointments to city positions
with the same intelligence and with for the same purposes and the pay- abouts of their sons and daughters,
is also a proof that the tolerance
the same single purpose to secure ef- ment of the railroad bonded indebted- and
ness of the two counties of Grant and of houses of ill fame in any communificiency that are usual in a large
Santa Fe, the excess of which shall ty costs dearly not only in dollars
private business, it would result in far
go to the public schools. Last year, and cents but in things that cannot be
greater efficiency and economy.
Theories and expectations are so an area exceeding that of two entire measured by material standards.
of the Union taken together
often misleading that one may well states
was leased, mostly to stock growers,
The lamentable death this week of
untried
but
of
promising
be skeptical
two
and
the
revenue
brothers by lightning in Union
derived
therefrom
evils
grow
schemes. But when great
is justified was almost $150,000 or equal to the county should impress upon people
one
one
system,
under
up
a three mill levy on all tax- the folly of seeking shelter under a
in at least trying something else yield of
able property of the Territory. The tree during a thunderstorm.
s
which promises better results. Most
of
the
school
of
doubling
those
struck
lands
adto
by
the
lightning
now
by
ready
people of sense are
act, will naturally double the rushed to a tree when they felt the
mit that cities should not be governed enabling and
with years, the lands first drops of rain falling. It is one
for the benefit of a political party, income,
more valuable will mean a of the lessons that should be taught
much less of a political boss, but growing
Do You Want a Crate?
increase of revenue. in every school, that it is almost equal
should be governed in a businesslike corresponding
When
it
is
Leave your order with
remembered
to
tree
that
suicide
to
a
the
stand
under
while
levy
way for the sole benefit of the com for school purposes in most of
dis- a thunderstorm is raging.
the
this week.
us
or
be
blind
munity itself. One must
tricts is only five mills, it can be
brazen to contend that cities have
readily understood what an income
The new policy of the office of the!
been governed in a businesslike way, from school lands
equaling a six mill territorial engineer to require bond
Tit Inn opr vmi wait iVttk
or' that their governing officials have levy will mean toward
to be filed with water rights applies.-- ,
improveas a class been fit for such responsi- ment of school conditions the
more chance you take. 1
in the rural tions seems to work well in practice.
n
bilities, either in character or busi- districts. It will in years fn come, instead or
:u
ii
men. yuu win
deterring projectors from
more
ness ability. Does anyone doubt that mean central hiirh schools for rural
pay
entering the New Mexico field it
a small body of the best men of the districts, manual training, school
money, as prices will
seems to be an incentive to capital
garfar
with
affairs
city could manage its
text
soon advance.
free
dens,
books, better salaried and at the same time weeds out wild
greater economy andj far better re- teachers and a ten months term each cat and
speculative projects.
sults than has heretofore been done? year. The value of all this to the
Those who distrust the new plan may commonwealth cannot be
Strawberries,
For the next two weeks this 'ov-- '
in
doubt whether such men could in fact dollars and cents but theexpressed
Raspberries,
to
the ernment will have to run without
gift
be chosen, or whether the plan would commonweaitn is certainly a magnifi- - j President or cabinet
Loganberries,
officers, for the
not result in giving still greater pow- cent one.
and Blackberries.
heads of the government will ail be
er to men unfit to use it. But there
Fresh Vegetables
-- -or are enjoying a vacation.
seems good reason to believe that, unIt looks as if the National Educa- - traveling
for a business as large
well
Daily.
it
speaks
der this new system of a small board tion Association has been turned into as
that of Uncle Sams' if the man-- a
chosen without partisan nomination,
woman's club. This ought' not to
can all afford to take time off
elected on the general city . ticket, impair its usefulness. In fact, judg- - agers
for
without imperiling
with all interest centered in. ' a few ing from the success of the Woman's the fishing trips,
welfare.
nation's
candidates, when adequate compensa- Board of Trade as compared with the
able men to Men's Board of Trade, the Educational
tion makes it possible-lo-r
Mrs. Ella Flagg Young, the
serve the city, the .grade of city
will get nearer to the peo- - president of the National Educational
officers will be higher. At any rate, pie in the future and will accomplish ' Association
says that no teacher's
COMPANY
the experience of from sixty to sevresults than furnishing an- ex-- ' ary should be less than $1,500 a
year
cities
Galveston
cuse
since
for a summer outing to peda- No wonder that she received
enty
adopted
the votes'
government by commission In 1900 gogues who have saved enough to pay of
s
of the teachers of the
nrnst be of the keenest interest to the railroad and hotel bills.
convention. '
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National Bank
rirsi
OF SANTA
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;

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established In 1870

i

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
Loans money; on the most favorable terms on, all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to ail parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms

.

w

....

1

$150,000
80.000

C

2
q
2

private. lntertallowed on(m tepdsiis at the fate of three
li o a
an t
nan rani nan o n ft f m rtn civ
11L .
advances made on consignments of livestock arid products.
The bank executes al! orders oi its patrons in the banking line,
r

and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank
ing. Safety deposit boxes for real. The patronage of the
nublic is respecfully solicited.
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HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

of the Best Hotels in the West

One

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

celled

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

over-plantin-

....

....

d

i va;i

lira)

r

HOTEL

.vsBiimiisiii'&miimiU'

J. E. LACOME
Proprietor

Csmmodhms Sample Koshi
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAPE"
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

PAKSS THE BUTTON WK DO THK REST,

PULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON.
If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
snpper ready to eat and yon will not have to

We Are
Now

wait.

Serving

Our Increasing patronage Is the
best proof that we merit yours.

THE HOTEL

CORONADO-LUMSKB-

self-seekin-

Go.

GROCERS

BERRIES FOR

Nine-tenth-

PRESERVING
r.Jt

'

--

H. S. KAUNE
&

two-third-

PH ONE 26

RATES

Jl.OO A DAY

AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE In
the Oity In connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to
traveling
Give us a trial if you want first class service.
men,
Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.
m wmm I nammimwmmt

tmm

WM. GREGG Prop.

iiiiwiiumiii

wiwwi

NAVAJO. CHIHATO

ufciiiiunj

iwiiii

and BALLETA

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.

Open Until 8. p. m.
THESE PRICES TALK
CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
75c "
NATURAL WOOL
25c
WAR CLUBS

TOMTOMS

BOWS and ARROWS
NAVAJO BLANKETS

CAN DELARIO

'

"
"
65? per pound and up
80o

I5c

s

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old Cart.
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IF I HAD ONLY PUT that

Money in
BANK

PERSONAL MENTION.

ARE YOU GOIN' FISHIN'MR. SPORTMAN?

H. I. Reed, a tourist from Colorado
Springs, is at the Claire.
C. Weeks, a traveling man of Des
Moines, Iowa, is at the Palace.
W. R. Maton, a businessman of Ala- niosa, Colorado, is at the Palace.
Colonel George W. Prichard went
to Carrizozo and White Oaks from Es- -

'

j

j
!

j

tancia.

!

j

Use the

" BRISTOL

If you
are,
.

for Trout

.

1,--

hardware salesman
its
thol
.11!

trade.
Judge John

j

wiU

y

Te

tackle, and a few other
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
that vou need. Must call at our store and
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best'Jbait, the right f lie, and anything else
you wish to know.
--

i

W. L. Barton, a
v
Ftf 1 Oiiiuvill..

j

FIVE.

.

R. McFie lias returned
from Las Vegas where he held a brief
term of federal court.
COME IN AND GET AC
County Treasurer Eugenio Romero,
of Las Vegas, was in Santa Fe today
QUAINTED WITH HIM
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
on his way to the Estancia valley.
j
H. S. Allison arrived
ADVANTAGE.
from Raton
last evening to assume the duties of
probation officer for the Territory.
I. J. Longwell, a liveryman of El
Paso, h at the Palace. Mrs. Long-jwe- ll
'
is spending the summer here,
Si7.
Territorial Secretary and Mrs. Jaf-- !
la and daughter Eleanor, returned
HAVING MONEY OF YOUR OWN enables you' to borrow more: money last evening from a visit to Denver.
Our Line is ail new and complete in every
W. W. Mcintosh, the well known
whin you want it to start & business of your own.'
Torrance county sheep owner, was up
' larger
detail our a88ortment f
from his ranch near Mcintosh yester-Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
'
th&n
ever.
and
more
complete,
day.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
Mrs. Mateo Lujan, who has been in
and
We
have lines, rods, reels, baskets,
everything for his majesty,
Santa Fe with her husband, Assistant
and
&
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line
prices. Our prices are lower
Land Commissioner Lujan, has return-- ,
than ever before.
ei to Las Vegas.
..
Attorneys Elmer E. Veeder of Las
Vegas, and A. C. Vorhees of Raton,
INSURANCE
SURETY BONDS
are here on legal matters. They are
stopping at the Claire.
Max. Nordhaus, a Las Vegas busi-- .
ness man, was a visitor yesterday at
the Slaab residence on East Palace
WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IN BOTH
avenue.
He left in the evening for
IMPROVED AND 'UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
Albuquerque.
BUSINESS PROPERTY,
Mrs. Henry J. Young and Miss Geor-- ;
gi.'nna M. Young of Cerro, Taos coun- -'
,ne,ail
tv, and J. B. Baker, also of Cerro, are
Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.
here on legal business. They are
at the Claire.
See our attractive list before buying.
City Agent H. S. Lutz, of the Santa
Fe, will leave this evening for his old
C- -- - home at Lehighton, Pa., to recuperate
EZaaBSBSSEMBWa,
jJ'W'Tf HlffflnrtMIMI
exSanta Pe, New Mexico
from a siege of illness. He expects heavy docket and the session is
to
one."
be a long
Albuquerpected
to return on August 1.
que Morning Journal.
E.
or
was
Forfull
cation
J.
of
Alamosa,
Colo.,
particulars
Hurley
Phone. Red No. 189
119 San Francisco St.
Colonel U. S. Hollister, of Denver,
address the above company
tr-- l
lii the ritv vesterriav.
He tonic the
IirschbaumUoth2$
a wlutM KI,own cun"olsseui in
run on the D. & R. G. in place of Con-- i
ciuetor Edminster wfho was detained Indlan art and crafts- - aml wh0 was on
a business visit to feanU fe
at Alamosa on business.
FRUIT CANNING TIME, and OUR PATENT CLAMP
E. Warren, rector of!day. was formerly president of the
W.
Rev.
The
FRUIT CANS WILL SAVE LABOR and FRUIT
the Episcopal church in Albuquerque, Colorado branch of the Archaeological
was in the city yesterday and attend-- Institute of America.
Naturally, he
A New Line of WILTON and AXMINSTER RUGS, in
ed the confirmation services at the inspected with great interest, the
:
:
:
:
;
Oriental Patterns, Just Received. :
lvelopment work of the School of
of the Holy Faith.
Hon. T. B. Catron was at Albuquer-- j American Archaeology in the Old Pal-qu- e
CALL and see them whether yot buy or not
yesterday to help in welcoming ace, with which he has been familiar
In our newly improved store you ivill find EV'ERYTHIG
Delegate Andrews home and made a; for many years. Colonel Hollister is
DATE FURNITURE.
in the line of UP-Trousing address lauding New Mexi-- ! an authority on Navajo blankets, hav-co'- s
j
representative in Congress.
ing written an important work on that
OUR QUALITY AND OUR PRICES ARE DEPENDABLE
Inigo Daza. a Filipino, who gradu-- j subject. His collection is one of the
ated from the local high school, left finest ever made,
SPECIAL
Dishes and Onyx Granite
.
SALE ON Ranges,
today for Tularosa to visit Governor
Curry and from there will leave about
WRIGHT LANDS JUDGESHIP.
August 1 for the Philippines.
The Wagner Furniture and Undertaking Establishment,
Mrs. E. A. Henak, sister of E. P
(Continued From Page One.)
Davies, of Monrovia, Calif., and Miss
i
Kearney of Milwaukee, Wis., stopped
off for a few davs' visit with E. P. acreage of land leased is the enor- Ornamental Doors.
Davies while en route to Milwaukee. ni0Us total of 2,089,394.09 acres, ex"Frank Springer has returned to the ceeding the total area of the states
of Delaware and Rhode Island comcity after an extended visit to Burlington, Iowa. His son, Ed. Springer, bined. This is an increase of
acres over last year.
is here from his home in Cimarron,
The receipts of the office during the
to visit his father." Las Vegas Optic.
Hon. Malaquias Martinez, territorial past year were $144,725.95, an increase
coal oil inspector, has arrived from of $13,601.27 over last year. There
i
,Taos on business matters connected "were transferred to the common
with his office. Mr. Martinez reports school and institutional ,fund $132,-ththe Taos country is muctti in need 175.61, an increase of $9,084.99 over
last year. The expenses of the rf- of a heavy rain.
George Curry will ar- - flee were $12,340.15, a decrease cf
rive in Las Vegas tomorrow from Tu- - $54.12, this despite the greatly increa
Otero county, coming here for ed business transacted. During the
,M
" the purpose of joining a fishing party past year, the secretary of the inter- J
i
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THE SECRET OF BEAUTY
which plans an outing in the moun- lor approved 110,632.07 acrei of inare made to perfection from our
MENS READY-TWEAR CLOTHING
tains." Las Vegas Optic.
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Prices
values
that
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orkniansliipand material the very best
complexion is good
A suit with real distinction anil
Styles that art ahsoluttly the
of the Santa Fe returned 687.98 acres. During the year tutre
style
perfect in every particular and blood. Our good
toilet articles embrace
New tiooils, new stvles, new prices
latest
very
free from every imperfection of everything to preserve the complexion yesterday from the Frijoles canon andjwere selected 2,683.38 acres in Institu- No sweat shop or shoddy
Hand taylored, from fitting and perfect fit
We buy from the. largest clothinsr manufound here
knots, cracks and warpings. ana our blood purifiers enable one to says that the session ot the school tional lands to clear small balances
No left overs from last year
facturers in the U. S.
full
in
American
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or
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due
is
years
of
many
it
were
also
foot
the
There
thoroughly lhave it.
territory.
Every
swing. Mr. Brigham is confident that selected 46,665. 35 acrts o:1 saline
IF JTS 7 VI LOR ED- - T( ORD E R YOU
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so WARM WEATHER TOILET
the cliff dwellings- will, attract thou lands.
IVA XT
WE ARE
THE LEADERS
relied
can
be absolutely
it
upon
of sands of tourists to Santa Fe as soon
aids
here
The
daintiest
and
and
builders,
The Royal Tuihirxnf Chicago and X ir York are unapproachable. Let
by carpenters
as the people of the country realize
SKIN AND SCALP TROUBLES
all sensible, wide-awa- ke
vs muni- - yon now ice can improve tii,e lit iou hare hint,
arch- powders, freckle lotions, sun-burroads
and
value
their
historic
good
command.
are
at
your
YIELD TO ZEMO.
itects hereabouts particularly remedies
A. D. S. blood mixture guaranteed. make them more accessible.
A clean liquid preparation for exmention our Lumber in their
ar
"Chief Justice William H. Pope
ternal use. Stripling-- Burrows & Co.
rived in the city from Roswell Wed
specifications.
STR1PL1NG-BIM0W& Company.
S
store is so confident that ZEMO
drug
nesday night and left on the Limited will rid the skin and scalp of infant
l&Stffl
Where your dollar buys the most.
yesterday for California, accompanied or grown person of pimples, blackby Mrs. Pope, her mother, Mrs. Hull, heads, dandruff, eczema,
prickly (heat,
of Georgia, and her two sisters, tha
rashes,
hives, ivy poison or any other
PANSY PLANTS NOW.
Misses Hull. The ladies will spend form of skin or
scalp eruption, that
the summer on the coast, but Judge they will give your money
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
back if you
Pope stated that he would return at are not entirely satisfied with the reBOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
once to be present at the convening sults obtained from the use of ZEMO.
DESIGNS.
R V.BOYLE Mgr.
EXPERT EMBALMERS and FUNERAL DIRECTORS of the New Mexico supreme court in
The first application will give
CL4REPD0N POQLTRY YARDS ARK SKLMSO OUT!
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Santa Fe July 19. Judge Pope said prompt relief and show an improveEverything New
FRESH LAI U KUGS every day
an d
on all Work.
that he believed the President would ment and in every instance where
Pure
bred
barred
Rocks
and White vVyandottes. Chicken
Plymouth
make all recess appointments before used persistently, will destroy the
Prices Right.
are yarded In the orchard
Service Prompt, Day or Night.
under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoninr i
that time which would give the court germ life, leaving the skin in a clean,
ODjv,oN,5!'aiV:.e
KGGS FOR HATCHING.
a full bench. The court has a very healthy condition.
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medicine that absolutely and thoroughly cleanses the circulation of every particle
minof the germs and virus of the disease. Mercury. Potash, and other strong
erals are often used in the hope that such powerful treatment will kill the germs,
but this can not be done, and when the mineral medicines are left off the troub.e
ulcerated mouth and throat,
always returns with its aggravating symptoms ofswollen
glands, and often runskin eruptions, falling hair, yellow skin splotches,
Poison comes from
Elcod
S.
S.
S.
to
of
cure Contagious
ning sores. The ability
removes
properties. It goes into the circulation and
its unfailing
and leaves no
and
rich
healthy,
blood
makes
the
the
of
trace
infection,
every
Hrprr nf the vims to break out later on. S. S. S. does not contain a particle of
mineral in any form, but is made entirely of roois. herbs and barks each of which
has a direct and specific action in cleansin? the blood. In addition it contains
the extract? of certain botanical herbs which mate it the finest of all tonics,
which is a ecessarv quality for a ir.ecicine in caving Ccn:agious Blood Poison.
vO
Home Trea'uent book, containing much valuable information and instruction
be found nc.vhere else, will be stnt sealed r.:i post paid, free to all who writ
and request it.
THE SWJTT STIOIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
blood-purifyin- g
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of Comparison.

Territory of New Mexico,
Offl.ce of the Secretary.
I Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
iu this office at eleven o'clock a. m.,
on the tenth day of June, A. D., 1910;
Articles of Incorporation of The Mutu
al Building and Loan Association of
Santa Fe, New Mexico, No. 6463, and
also, that I have compared the follow
ing copy of the same with the original
thereof now on file, and declare it to
be a cored transcript therefrom and
of the whole thereof.
Given under my hand and the Great
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital,
on this tenth day of June, A. D., 1910.
NATHAN JAFFA,
(Seal)
Secretary of New Mexico.

The only possible way to cure Contagious Blood poison is to remove the
cause by purifying the blood. This is just what S. S. S. does; and it is the only

Compa

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
(Road

FRIDAY, JULY

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N. M.

PAGE SIX.

8, 1910:

I hereby certify that this Instru
ment was filed for record on the 10th
day of June, A. D., 1910, at 2 o'clock
p. m., and was duly recorded in book
one of the records of Corpor. page
396, on this 10th day of June, A. D.,
1910.

Witness my hand and seal of

office.
GEO. W. ARMIJO,
P. C. and Recorder, Santa Fe Co., N.
M.
J. T. SANDOVAL, Deputy.

Notice for Publication
Isolated Tract.
No. 012067.
Public Land Sale.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
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properly, will perish on account of the
Daily. fFlag, t Daily except Sunday
Henry J. Young, Georgiana M. Young, tremendous demand made on its vital- sociations."
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
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CIATION OF SANTA FE, NEW MEX
Thomas P. Gaylord, Lafayette, Ind.;
ENGINEER PROPOSES PLAN
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H. S. Allison, Raton; Elmer E. Veeder,
TO FEED ARTESIAN WELLS.
Montezuma Lodge No
This corporation shall be located
Las Vegas; A. C. Vorhees, Raton; C.
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M. Thorpe, San Francisco.
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POPULATION BY SEPTEMBER. tory aforesaid, F. P. Sturges, J. G.
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quarter went for agricultural pur- On Account of Irrigation Congress en, J. C. McConvery, W. H. Kerr, R. J. DETROIT
Crichton, F. C. Wilson, Fred Muller,
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Owen L. Wood, and Jacob Weltmer,
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CENTURY PLANT BLOOMS
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Some Old Notions About it Scattered rector of the government census, to the foregoing instrument of writing,
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receive pop and each separately acknowledged NEW YORK
the effect that Pueblo
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San Antonio.
ulation figures in advance of most the that he signed, sealed and executed
San Antonio, Texas, July 8. A cen-- j other cities of the United States. The the same freely and voluntarily, and
DAYLIGHT TRAIN
tury plant in bloom on Alamo Plaza, Commercial Club, through Congress-thi- s for the purpose therein stated.
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Martin,
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in
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not only of its own kind but of quest in order that the population of hereunto set my hand and affixed my
The stem of the j the city might be known at the time notarial seal this ninth day of June,
all floral growth.
flower is no less than fourteen inch- - of the sessions of the National Irri-e- s A. D., 1910.
in circumference at its base and gation Congress here in September,
(Signed) N. B. LAUGHLIN,
&
is 21 feet high from the tip to where Director Durand said he had given
RIGHT.
Notary Public.
it joins the parent plant. On this j special instructions and it is believed (Notarial Seal)
stem and supported by lateral branch-th- e
figure will be ready at that time.
Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
My commission expires January 11,
3 55
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Ar
Katon, N. M
Ar.Oliflon House, N. M..I.V
Lv..Olifton House N' M.Ar
SHreston
I.v
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12 00
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11 00
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ASK FOR TICKETS
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!SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
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El Paso

Southwestern

The Best Route
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System

East or West

g

8,-- From

EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P.
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f
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"
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to-wi- t:
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FISH1M8 BATES

j

n

--

SteJ

FROM SANTA FE

Best Trout

FISHING

01

In the World

.

New Mexico Central

Tickets at Union Depot.

j

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9

re-im-

When
Need
the
Anything
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

j

RATES

Don

Gaspar Avenue

Santa Fe

;

CHAS. GLOSS

1914.

KEEP
There is always some person at one
time or another who has printing to be
done and If the work is to be first
class the New Mexican job printing
department can fill the bill. Why get
printing that isn't first class, any way,
since appearance today is of such

It ls an admitted fact that real estate, financial men and merchant all
results are
say that Quickest and
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.

HEALTHY

COOL-KE- EP

Sim"

b-- st

Rebound When excellent wont can
be done right at home. Consult thp
New Mexican Bindery.

a. m. Daily.

ENDORSED,

When tired, warm or run down, shake
a little BATHASWEET in the tub when
bathing. BATHASWEET softens and perfumes the water i nstantly. 2$ baths in 25 cent can.

IT'S WORTH

A TRIAL

BATCHELLER IMPORTING CO..

::

NEW YORK

No. 6463,
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6,

El Pase

Page

60,

Articles of Incorporation of The
Mutual Building and Loan Association
of Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Filed in office of Secretary of New
Mexico, June 10, 1910; 11 a. m.
NATHAN JAFFA,
.

For information regarding freight
and passenger rates etc. call

at city office, Laughlin Block
or Phone 145.

Secretary.

Compared C. F. K., to J. O.
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe. ss.

L H. GIBSON,
City Frt. & Pass.

Asgt.
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gay place during the centennial festivities.
On the dates of September 13 and
Grant
16 especially brilliant day and night
decorations will prevail.
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STRANGE AND STARTLING
Are the Inflexible Powers
Chesterfield.

of

i

"

.

v.

,

;

WANT

"

v

All over town.

It is a fact conceded by the most
BEAUTY DOCTOR IS
distinguished scientists such as Prof.
SUED FOR $10,000 DAMAGES.
"William Crooks, F. R. S. Ionodies, the
great Greek, Baton Carl DuPieil of Instead of
Improving Looks of Denver
Munich, Bavaria, and
Sir Edward
Woman He Defaced Her She
Clark that Grant Chesterfield has done
Alleges and Caused Her Phymore toward advancing the art of
sical and Mental Suffering.
than
of
has
thought reading
any other
the sons of men, and such noted perDenver, Colo., July X. Beauty is
sonages as William J, Brvan, Senator
!

'

x

,

FOR RENT Furnished room vrith
bath and electric light. Apply at the

No matter what other x;
brands he handles, every

New Mexican.

FOR SALE Planing mill complete.
Reason for selling, old age and poor
health. Apply P. Ilesch.

dealer will supply th

supposed to be only skin deep, but
despite this almost universally accepted fact Mrs. Minnie E. Jones of 111
West Ninth avenue was willing to
take chances on
disproving this
theory, and now she is sorry that she
did not hold fast to the ancient doc-

FOR SALE Lands Irrigated by the
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps aud prices at Charles E.
Michael. Real Estate.
Vv.

CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED

His customers can't be switched they know that a
nickel is only doing its utmost when it gets an Owl.
For thirty years the quality and the sales have been
sustained. "Three millions a week" proves the merit.
Now made in two sltape!
The Perlecto you know.
The Corona is new.

trine.

unnycesbary. Sell our brands
to the rettail trade. Bi; pay. Write
for full particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.

Mrs. Jones is the wife of James V.
s
Jones, a policeman, and in a complaint
filed in the district court she says
FOR SALE My stock of general
that on Washington's birthday last
merchandise, store rent free, good loshe was a very attractive woman, in
cation; very little competition. Buy
face and figure, except that she had
from owner. Address Mrs. Henry J.
4
sunken cheeks, and they preyed on
Young, Cerro, N. M.
her mind to such an extent that she I
j
decided to consult a beauty specialist
TYPEWRITERS
to have the defect removed.
New
'lfiini'd, ml j t I mikI r. paired.
She says she went to Dr. Alice T.
pliitcii' furiiixlii'il. Kit.l.oij mid .upidtn.
Moore, a physician, in the Jackson
Typcw rltiM-- sold, oxi lmi.i.'. (1 and rented
block. Now Mrs. Jones has brought
"5i
Standard makes handled. All repair wort
suit for $10,000 against the physician,
mid typewriters L'Umi atiteed.
Santa K e
Teller,
WashRogers of
and asks that Dr. Moore be committed
Kxolmiikie.
liter
pew
Ty
ington, Sarah Bernhardt, Calve, Alice to the
county jail on a body execution
Neilson, the divine Patti and scores of until the judgment is satisfied.
WANTED Position with general
the citizens of Santa Fe testify to the
to the complaint filed
mercantile
According
firm, by first class man of
fact that Prof. Chesterfield performs
15 years' experience with native trade.
Attorney Edwin N. Burdick,
marvels in his clairvoyant readings. through
Mrs. Jones was without
a facial
Address J. C. care of the New Mexiu""""e,Ub amvai liere a blemish until the fateful February 22.
can.
cZ while
't V v
scores of predictions
when she says she visited Dr. Moore,
,
v ix, z L,
nic,iiia uctvy since comei at her residence, 1325 Cherokee street.
hunting or fishing, or to kill or injure
y crowa
any birds, animals or fish within such
his parlors at Lincoln and Palace ave - She told her troubles to the physician,
8
A
would be
enclosure or pasture at any time with- nues, the entrance being on Palace and was informed that there
no trouble to inject a liquid into the
out the permission of such owner or les:
r.
n
avenue, tn consult til
cneeks which would render them
. ..
see, and any person violating the pronfi Hfo
t. la aid
:j 11...
.lie. ju,
c
,
mai tnrougn nis '
8
he
halthfuL
visions of this section shall be deemed
psychic powers he gives the complete
Dr- - Moore
sne
that
of a misdemeanor and upon
sa?S'
guilty
story of vour life
was SKiiieu m tne use m iMttsLiu
conviction thereof shall be punished
St
x
i x??f
and that there would be no danby a fine of not less than $50 nor
GREAT PREPARATIONS FOR
more
than $100 or by Imprisonment
ger from the treatmenet.
y i
MEXICO'S CENTENNIAL.
The fee was to be $100, according to
for not less than thirty days or more
Mrs. Jones, and the deal was clinchthan sixty days, or by both such fine
ii
i tf
x, ,A
4ti ,t fix
Allegorical
y
Painting
Representing ed. Mrs. Jones alleges that she was
m
,
y
and imprisonment in the discretion of
xx
h"jtXv
Peace to Be Presented to
?
? tit i
the court.'
given six injections with a hyperder-mi- c
x
H xw
President Diaz.
FRANK OWEN,
xxy; it
syringe into the tissues of the
H$ i t
face, the substance used being unManager Santa Fe Water and Light
Mexico City, July 8 Men high in known to her.
"
XjN
ix
Company.
m it Sxx
$ M
ii
x
x
x
x
itusA xif,Kiat
i fit,
Santa Fe, N M . June 20, 310.
Shortly afterward the wounds made
public life are arranging to present to
HI
,
x$ f
x M
vy
it
(iitX
Mitof
President Diaz on the occasion of his by the needle began to ulcerate, Mrs.
&
?
9 &
W i
x
xxfe
J
4.
Sa
S:S
i,xx4
w
xxJ,Wxi
Hard knots formed
birthday, September 15, a great alle- Jones declares.
Stockholders' Meeting.
on
her face.
gorical painting representing peace.
The regular annual meeting of the
This will be one of the features of the
Then an abscess developed in each
,
e? VAVOV
stockholders of the New Mexican
centennial celebration here.
cheek, making it necessary for a phyPrinting Company will be held at the
The picture is the work of the cele- sician to be summoned to lance the
office of the company in the city of
brated artist Alberto Fuster, and is swellings. From March 15 to June
Santa Fe at 5:30 o'clock, p. m., on
very beautiful. The frame is now be- 2, Mrs. Jones asserts, she was unable
Cincinnati 1; Chicago 0.
CHECKING
Monday,
BELL
July 11th, 1910. All stockTELEPHONE
Southern
steers
western
$4.506.85;
ing designed by an artist of some note to leave her home on account of the
will
4.
take notice and govern
holders
2,
0,
IN
7;
Brooklyn
TRUST
KANSAS. $5.308; stockers and feeders $3.25
Philadelphia
Fidencio L. Nava, and will be a work condition of her face.
themselves
accordingly.
bulls
5.50;
calves
$3.75
$3.254.75;
of art. It will contain pictures of
At present, she alleges, there are
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
American League.
Ouster Suit and Temporary Injunction 8.25; western steers $4.757.40; westPresident Diaz, members of (his cabi- two large scars on her right cheek
i
Boston 13; New York 4.
to
Prevent
ern
cows
Further
Secretary & Treasurer.
Absorption
$3.255.50.
net and allegorical figures. The cabi- and one on her left cheek. Around
New Mexico, June 28th,
4; Philadelphia 1.
Santa
of
Lines.
Fe,
Washington
4.000.
Market
Independent
Hogs
Receipts
net members are as follows:
each scar is a large area of bright
Western League.
1910.
ten
lower.
Bulk
$8.759.00;
heavy
Ramon Corral, vice president of scarlet colored skin.
Omaha 11; Des Moines 2.
packers and butchers
Topeka, Kan., July 8. Attorney $S.658.80;
Mexico and head of the department of
Mrs. Jones blames the cause of all
Lincoln 13; Sioux City 8.
of Restoration of Public Ijinds to
General
Kansas
of
$8.759;
Jackson
in
light
the
$8.959.10; pigs $8.60 Notice
filpd
the interior; Olegario Molina, minisMoore's beauty
Sett leti ent and entry. Department of the
Wichita 11; Topeka 6.
9.00.
district court here an ouster suit
ter of fomento; Justo Sierra, minis- her suffering on Dr.
General Land Ottlce, Washington,
Interior.
and therefore, demands
Pacific Coast League.
Sheep Receipts 200. Market steady. D ! May 31. 1910- Notice is hereby Riven
the Missouri & Kansas Tele
ter of education; Enrique C. Creel, treatment, balm
against
the
that
for her wounded and
Vernon 0; Portland 3.
public lands in the following de
phone Company and the American Mutton $4.507; fed wethers , and cribed areas which were excluded from the
minister of foreign relations; Jose monetary
4.
face.
Oakland
Sacramento
scarred
2;
i'ecos National Forest, New Mexico, by proYves Limantour, minister of finance;
Telegraph and Telephone Company. yearlings $4.25 ft 5.50; fed western clamation
of the President dated April 2 i.
San Francisco 7; Los Angeles 6.
Dr. Moore would not talk, and reThe court issued a temporary injunc ewes $4.754.50.
1910. if not otherwise withdrawn, reserved,
Leandro Fernandez, minister of jusAmerican
Association.
or
appropriated, will by authority of
tion preventing either of the compa
Chicago, 111., July 8. Cattle Re- tice; General Gonzales Cosio, minister ferred the caller to Attorney W. J.
of the Interior be restored to t
0, 3; Kansas City 2,
Minneapolis
Moore
or
Miles.
Dr.
The
said
more
from
latter
that
nies
domain on August 35, 1910, and
of war and marine.
absorbing
celpts 2,000; market, steady. Beeves
acquiring
3.
St
Milwaukee
Paul
5;
sett lenient on and after thai
independent lines until the case is $5.358.50; Texas steers $4.256.60; (Into, but not to
Among those who will join in mak- could not be held accountable for
to entry, fillnpor selection un3, 1; Louisville 6, 4.
Indianapolis
which
in
settled.
had
on
western
and
steers $5.25(5)7.25: stockers til
after September 14 1910, under
happened
ing the present to the chief executive something
Columbus 4, 9; Toledo 5, 0.
restrict ions, at the I'nited States Land
Mrs. Jones' home through carelessare the secretaries and
The
avowed purpose of the suit is and feeders $3.755.75; cows and Otlieeat Santa Ke, New Mexico: In T. Is.
Southern League.
It. 9. that part of Sees. 1, 12, 13 aud 24 Vm-of the various departments and the ness on her part.
to prevent the building up of a mon- - heifers $2.855.90; calves $6.50
of Grant, aixl that part of the N. K. M Sec. Zb
Memphis 4, 0; New Orleans 6, 9.
- 8.50.
counin
states
this
the
on
of
is
The
based
suit
the
purgovernors
opoly.
North and Kast of Grants; In T. 18, R. in.
Nashville 2; Montgomery 0.
Sees. 5 ton. inclusive. Sees. 17,18, and
chase of the independent telephone! Hogs
try,
Receipts, 17,000: market, part of 19. 20 and Mi North of Grant : in T,that
19,
Atlanta
3; Mobile 1.
Hutchinson
and
at
Wichita
last
Diaz Will Be Guest of Germans.
plants
io cents lower. Light $9.009.25; R. 10. Sees. 4. 5. 8and that part of 6 and 7 not,
2.
1;
Birmingham
Chattanooga
West
in
and
of
Sees,
9;
Grant
the
that
part
winter.
Mexico City, July 8. President
'mixed $8.909.20; heavy $8.509-05- ;
half of T.20, K. 10 not in Grants; the Wf-- t
Diaz has accepted the invitation of
half of T.21, K 10: in T. 22. K.10, that part of
The Bell lines are said to be he- - rough $8.508.80;
good to choice Sees.
HOW THEY STAND.
;ll H2 and as South of Grant ; all Nort h
20 YEARS AGO TODAY gotiating for the purchase of the heavy $8.809.05; pigs $9.009.30; and Kast,
the members of the German colony of
New Mexico Principal Meridian
Mexico City to be the guest of honor
Comand
Union
expressly (riven that no
Warningwillis hereby
Telephone
bulk
of
Telegraph
sales
$8.S09.05.
National
be permitted to Rain ore.xercise
League.
person
on "German Day" of the centennial
owns
local
This
From
Mexican
date
New
and,
the
of
this
company
pany.
ritrht
under any settlen,ent
whatever
any
Won. Lost Per CL
gh
Recelpt8f 16n00; market, or
celebration next September. "German
occupation befrun after April 20, 1910. and
line exchanges covering practic- toll
1890.
43
24
cents
.642
Native
lQWer
2.854.65;
lg
prior to Aiieust 15, 1910, and all such settleDay" has been set aside for Septem- Chicago
ment or occupation is hereby forbidden. S.
40
26
New York
The prices of range cattle are stead- ally all of Kansas north of the Kaw wegtern $2.804.60; yearlings $4.75
.606
V Proudflt. AssistHnt Commissioner of the
ber 13, and at that time the great
Belleville.
east
and
river
of
34
There will be money
30
.531 ily advancing.
&M. lambg natlye ?4 738 00. west. General and oflice. Approved May 27.191a:
Humboldt monument will be unveiled. Pittsburg
filed
FRANK I'IKRCK, First Assistant Secretary
the
The
The
attorney
by
fall.
32
36
Cincinnati
.529 enough in the country this
petition
ern $4.9()7.90.
of the Interior.
Among the features of the day will be
32
says that the American Tele-35
Stockman.
.478
general
Philadelphia
a large banquet and theater party,
is the
29
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37
NOTICE.
A. Staab, Esq., took the train south graph and Telephone Company
also a reception to the chief executive Brooklyn
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lines through-Bell
owner
of
the
real
40
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St.
Louis
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business
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All persons are herewith forbidden Olllce of Indian Affairs. Washington, 1, ('.
today
trip.
of Mexico, which will take place in
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Sealed
proposals for letting grazing pri
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26
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Boston
to enter unon the lands of the Santa
Rain storms are coming thick and
the foyer of a theater.
the Mescalero Indian Reservation
American
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Mexico,
under the permit system,
League.
for
the
Fe Water and Light Company
The Germans of Mexico City are
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of
large
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Indian Affairs, Washington.
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o'clock
Philadelphia
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notice
voir of said company, this
to make "German Day" stand out as
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29 1910. and will he immediately thereafter
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.582 irrigation
4,
83,
Section
a prominent feature of the centennial New York
under
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Chapter
the
full.
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presence of such bidders as
opened
31
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!of the Session Laws of 1909, whlcn mayattend, Mapsshowing location of the
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celebration.
MONEY
Germans from all over Detroit
and
Arnold's
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of
Steve
'
wagons
grazing districts and all necessary infor30
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this and other countries will come Boston
8. Call 'money provides that "it shall be unlawful for mation may be obtained on application to
New
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left
York,
this
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Espanola
29
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t ne Mescalero Indian
said perm-til- e the superintendent of New
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School, Mescalero,
35
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for
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Commissioner.
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Mexican
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paper
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When a committee of Germans re Washington
Amalgamated 59; At-- ; .,
With an abundance of water for ir- dollars 441-2- ;
...21 45 .318
cently called on President Diaz to St. Louis
961-8;
York Central 112
New
Fe can chison
rigation purposes Santa
Western League.
present tthe invitation for him to at
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the
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41
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Enrique C. Creel, minister of foreign Denver
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New
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41
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York,
31
.569
supply
July
Wichita
affairs, and the first official intro38
.535 ed and made in every respect reliable.
33
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Lincoln
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Attorney
Omaha
'Gorgeous Decorations.
34
42
.447 noon for Albuquerque on legal busi
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS,
It is confidently expected that Mex- Des Moines
30
39
.435 ness.
St.
decJoseph
ico City will next September be
Chicago, 111., July 8. Wheat 'Sept.
At Rinconado, the patriots celebrat- 101 8
44
25
.362
orated in a manner never excelled Topeka
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ed
the Glorious Fourth with a number
and seldom equalled by any city in the
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61; Dec. 59
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world. Eight local engineers have
40
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Dec.
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ro race.
been appointed by Governor Guiller-mDec. $21.30.
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Pork
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National League.
de Landa y Escandon, of the fedDec. $11.77.
Lard Sept. $11.92
REPUBLICANS IN COLORADO
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eral district, to superintend the decDec.
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PREPARE FOR FALL CAMPAIGN.
American League.
orations of the down town district.
$11.32
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7,
Chicago at New York.
The work will involve the expenditMARKET.
WOOL
8.
ChairPueblo,
at
State
Colo.,
Louis
St.
a
July
a
sum
Washington.
of money, and
ure of large
St. Lopis, Mo., July 8 Wool,
man Hubert Work issued a call for a
Detroit at Philadelphia.
great variety of taste will be employMORE SIGHTS TO SEE
medicen- steady; territory and western,
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at
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of
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execution
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to
mediums,
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committee,
schemes.
MORE EXHIBITS TO ADMIRE
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City,
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MORE OBJECTS TO INTEREST
New York 4, 2; Boston 5, 5.
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The governor
MORE NOVELTIES TO AMAZE
dents in every block to superintend
decorations' on that particular block
MORE PLEASURE FOR ALL
the system
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ldent districts. Owners of homes, and
Headache, Sour Stomthoroughly and
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there are hundreds of magnificent
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ach, Torpid
Write the Secretary for premium'llsts' orUotherlinfonnation
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to decorate with lavish hand. If the
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r
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;rr:. for which we are heartily glad. for their firearms. In the meantime flagpole. The Republican Club from
Tin.' big pump is throwing out sand Old York had been warned that bis Old Albuquerque,
carrying torches
life was In danger and he set off
;iad water by the thousands of gallons
a
and
formed
half circle about
flags,
(Continued From Fago Two.)
there is no doubt but it will yield across the mountains in an effort to
while
the
a hand took
speaker'a stand,
gallons a minute." Estancia escape.
a
to
side.
The hands
each
up
position
Sweet Peas, any shade at a popular r;.:ly Herald.
Bismarck and his friends mounted
Folintervals.
airs
at
played
partiotic
set
their
and
out
in
price, McConvery, 415 Palace Ave.
ponies
pursuit.
Confirmation Service Held Bishop
the
Delegate
making,
lowing
Fresh fruits and vegetables for toYork
speech
after
overtook
a
long, hard
Kundrick, of the Protestant Episcopal They
inmorrow.
last chase. Bismarck asked the fugitive Andrews was the center of an
four
confirmed
persons
church,
on
formal
veranda
the
Townsend & Co.'s Ad Attention is
200
handshaking
to
walk
hundred
about
into
yards
at the Church of the Holy Faith.
Alvarado hotel.
called to the change of advertisement nisht
Rev. the brush from the road and said: of the
was
the
assisted
The
by
bishop
children."
man
of W. X. Townsend & Co. in today's
kill
old
"You
The
"Strenuous Time."
my
F. W. Pratt, of this city, and by severissue.
from
medicine
knew
"
of
experience
or
'The
WATERMELONS. STRAWBERRIES,
out
past weeks have been the
Raw
Arrives Mounted Pnlipmon al Episcopal ministers from
would be useless, and most strenuous ones of my life in the
that
protest
over
OF
remain
FRESH
....
will
The
ALL KINDS
bishops
.Jioiva,
i.:
facing his pursuers and national capitol,' said Mr. Andrews
ana win stood erect,death.
over the arrival of an eight pound here until Sunday night
Deliberately Old last night, 'and I am glad, indeed, to
awaiting
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Just About Now
As we get along toward midsummer, in the clothing business, we
begin ito look forward to the coming fall; the new goods are ordered for you for fall and winter; that means we ought to clean up
our spring and summer stocks and dispose of all the goods we
have on hands. Now that means that we must offer some sort of
extra inducement that will make it worth while to buy, even if you
have already bought summer clothes; you'll never have more than
enough of our kind.
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
clothes are always bargains at the prices we ask for them; they're
worth the money, the value is in them. That makes a reduced price
all the more attractive on such clothes, its like finding money.
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